
WARNING: To reduce the possiblity of electrical shock, be sure that the power is turned off at its source(fuse or 
circuit breaker). All electrical components must be installed in accordance with national and local  
electrical codes. To reduce the risk of fire and electrical shock, use this light fixture only with UL Listed 
Casablanca Ceiling Fans.
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READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR MOUNTING THE KG87-73

Step 1. Unpack light fixture and make sure everything is  
accounted for.

Step 2. Fo an existing fan: Remove the two (2) 8-32 x 3/8”. 
Set aside as they will be used later. Remove the switch housing 
cap and store in a safe place for future use.

Step 3. Loosen the two screws holding the switch housing 
cup. Rotate the cup so that the screws are aligned with the 
larger side of the clearance holes and remove.

LIGHT FIXTURE

GLASS SHADE
(3)

BULB
(3)

Step 4. Locate the two wires from the fan (labeled “lights”) 
and pull through the center hole in switch housing cup .

Step 5. Line up the two inner clearance holes in the cup 
with two threaded holes in the switch mounting plate  
standoffs

Step 7. Remove plastic wire nuts from wires and strip 1/2” 
insulation from both wires (black or blue, and white).

Step 6. Rotate cup so that the screws are aligned with the 
smaller side of the clearance holes. Tighten securely by hand 
only.

INSTALLATION
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INSTALLING THE LIGHT FIXTURE
Step 9. Line up the two clearance holes in the light fixtures 
with the two threaded holes on the raised rim of the switch 
housing.

Step 10. Using the two 8/32 x 3/8” screws removed in step 
2, install the light fixture onto the switch housing. tighten 
securely by hand only.

Step 8. While holding the light fixture up to the fan. attach 
the wires from the fan switch housing and the wires from 
the light fixtures together. (Black to Black or Blue to Black 
and White to White) by placing the bare ends of the wires  
together and then secure with wire nuts. 

CAUTION! Before continuing to 
the next step check that a wire 
or component inside the switch 
housing will not be pinched as it is 
installed.

CAUTION! Make sure no 
bare wires are exposed. Test 
the secureness of each splice 
by pulling on the wire nut

INSTALLATION



Step 11. Install 60w medium base blunt tip bulb into each 
socket.

Step 12. Align the three points of the glass neck to the large 
open spots in the shadeholder. it is best to start one corner 
of the triangle first and ensure that the glass goes between 
the socket and the spring chip mechanism. Make sure that 
the glass body is snug to the shadeholder all around and then 
twist glass shade clockwise until it stops. Repeat until all 3 
shades are installed

Step 13. To unistall the glass turn glass counter-clockwise 
until loose and remove the glass fro shadeholder. 

TIP- As you start one corner down into the shadeholder, 
give th glass a little clockwise twist to help engage.

INSTALLING THE GLASS & BULBS FOR THE KG87-73


